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About A.L.E.G. 

 
A.L.E.G. is a Romanian nongovernmental organization which has been active in promoting 
and fighting violence against women and children since 2004. We promote gender equality, 
especially through education, with a view to bringing down stereotypes between women 
and men. In 2016, A.L.E.G. was one of the four organizations in Europe and Central Asia to 
receive the international With and For Girls Award, for positive changes in the lives of 
teenage girls, through activities in which they are directly involved. 
Internationally, we are members in the following networks: WAVE (Women Against 

Violence Europe), ASTRA (Regional Network for sexual and reproductive health, and the rights of women in Central and Eastern 
Europe), and the Regional Network against Sexual Assault, made up of Balkan states. Nationally, as members of several networks 
and coalitions, we are involved in lobbying and advocacy for public policy improvements to prevent and combat domestic and 
gender-based violence, and to promote young people’s access to reproductive health and, generally, in the field of gender equality. In 
2014, we initiated the first network of Romanian NGOs approaching the difficult topic of sexual violence – “Breaking the silence on 
sexual violence”, active in national lobbying for the ratification of the Istanbul Convention, and in the opening of integrated assistance 
centres for victims of sexual violence. Also, in 2015, we piloted a unique service in Romania, specialized on victims of sexual 
violence, including online counselling, psychological and legal assistance, having specialized staff and based on good practice 
models from Iceland. Locally, when working on cases of violence, we collaborate with the police, the court, the forensic medicine 
service, the child protection authorities and other NGOs. 
Services 
A.L.E.G. has been accredited as social services provider for more than 10 years, and offers the following: 

1. Counselling Centre for Preventing and Combating Domestic Violence. A.L.E.G. has been accredited as a social service supplier 
since 2005 (permanent accreditation certificate no. 001319/13.06.2014), and, since 2016, it has been providing the Certified Service: 
Counselling centre for the prevention and combating of family violence (operating permit 0000315/27.06.2016, valid for 5 years). 
 

2. PUBLIC INFORMATION AND AWARENESS-RAISING CENTRE. Organizes educational sessions in schools, aiming at preventing 
gender-based violence (for example, the Caravan My Body, My Own, unfolded in 4 counties and reached over 1,000 pupils), 
meetings and trainings for specialists involved in prevention, public awareness campaigns on domestic and sexual violence (for 
example, the annual event Silent Witnesses). 

 
Staff, members and volunteers:  
President: Irina Costache 
Vice-president: Fabian Bădoi 

Secretary: Silvana Vulcan 
Members: Georgiana Epure, Loredana Kaschovits 

Volunteers 73 active volunteers in 2017, especially high school pupils; our volunteer database includes more than 300 people. 
Funds and financers: 
The income of A.L.E.G. amounted to RON 323,582 in 2017 and our main funding sources were: 
Grants:  
DG Justice, Daphne Programme, European Union 
Global Fund for Children, representing the With and For Girls Collective 
Vital Voices and Global Fund for Women 
Sponsors: AVON and Bearing Point  
Funds raised through the Sibiu International Marathon (Sibiu Community Foundation) 
Local budget: Sibiu Local Council and Sibiu City Hall: funding of the 13th edition of the Gender Equality Festival  

Individual donations and 2% income tax 
 

http://www.starsfoundation.org.uk/blog/announcing-winners-2016-and-girls-awards
http://www.wave-network.org/
http://www.astra.org.pl/


 

Counselling Centre for the victims of family violence 
 
The counselling centre offers specialized services for women facing domestic or sexual violence, as well as for child witnesses of 
gender-based violence. Counselling for children aims at putting an end to the violent pattern, and to avoid that, in the future, the child 
becomes a perpetrator or a victim. Any child witnessing repeated violence between their parents suffers from long-term effects, even 
if they are not directly targeted by violence.  

 
The centre has supported 98 beneficiaries in the county of Sibiu (including rural localities: 
Cristian, Miercurea Sibiului, Roșia, Ruși, Săcel), in the cities of Buzău, Brașov, Bistrița-Năsăud, 
Fălticeni, Oradea, Onești, Iași, Ilfov, Prahova, Olt, Argeș, and Bucharest, as well as foreign 
citizens living in Romania, and Romanian women in the United Arab Emirates, Great Britain 
and Germany. 

Telephone services: 43 women received information with a view to solving their situations, 
including legal assistance by the lawyers collaborating with A.L.E.G.; whenever possible, we 
also referred them to local organizations and support services closer to where they lived. 
 
Individual psychological counselling: 18 women received psychological evaluation and 
counselling, as well as legal assistance (divorce, joint custody, division of property). Two 
beneficiaries joined the support group set up by A.L.E.G.; of them, three also requested 
counselling for their children. We offered legal assistance to 8 women, including court 
representation. We also ensured the reimbursement of forensic medicine certificates and 
child evaluation by a psychology expert. 

Online and offline counselling was offered to 28 women (of which 19 were confronted with domestic violence, 6 sexual violence, 2 
harassment, and 1 the lack of a shelter, which accentuated her vulnerability to aggression). They received the necessary information 
to understand whether they were dealing with an abuse, as well as legal details on how to access their rights, and we facilitated their 
contact with a specialized service (counselling centre, shelter, police station, etc.) close to where they lived. 
 
Our services are not conditioned by the victim filing a police complaint. Our approach is to help the person affected by violence to 
regain the power and trust to make informed decisions for themselves; when they decide to file a complaint, we assist them 
throughout the process, to avoid secondary victimization through the way in which the authorities treat them. We ensure 
confidentiality to everyone accessing our services. 
 
Regarding legal assistance, including court representation of victims, we collaborate with lawyers in Sibiu, Bucharest, as well as with 
the pro-bono network managed by ACTEDO. Intervention cooperation partnerships were signed with Women’s Association in Sibiu, 
ANAIS Association in Bucharest, the East European Institute for Reproductive Health (EEIRH) in Târgu-Mureș, as well as with public 
institutions such as the police, child protection authorities, school inspectorates. 
 
In order to facilitate the access of women confronting violence to information and anonymity, A.L.E.G. manages an online 
counselling platform, where they can talk to a psychologist in real time: 
http://aleg-romania.eu/consiliere/. 
 
A.L.E.G. launched a support group for women in abusive relationships. A support group is a counselling form led by a psychologist, 
which helps people overcome trauma by showing them they are not alone. Tackling certain emotional problems in a group is an 
efficient means of intervention, whether on its own or coupled with individual interventions. Participation is free; to register, call 
004 0753 893 531 or e-mail us at aleg_romania@yahoo.com. The group meets twice a month. 

 
The services granted to women dealing with domestic violence through our counselling centre were financed by AVON, 
through the Avon Fund “Projects for victims of domestic violence”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://aleg-romania.eu/consiliere/
mailto:aleg_romania@yahoo.com


 

Projects 
 
January 2017-June 2019: GENDER-ED - combating gender stereotypes in education and career guidance. The underlying 
problem of this project is that girls and women are predominant in poorly paid jobs (medical assistance, teaching), while technical and 
future-oriented occupations (IT, marketing, constructions, etc.) are still attributed to men. This contributes to big income differences 
between men and women and makes women vulnerable to phenomena such as domestic violence, by making it harder to achieve 
financial independence. The project promotes gender equality in education, training and career guidance/vocational counselling, 
aiming at changing behaviours and practices hindering equality. 

Objectives 
Explore the role of schools, teachers and the curriculum in terms of perpetuating 
stereotypical gender behaviours and different expectations from boys and girls, and their 
career options; 
Develop innovative pedagogical tools and materials aimed at combating classroom gender 
stereotypes for the teachers and counsellors responsible for career guidance; 
Raise awareness on how gender stereotypes influence the current educational practices of 
all the key actors involved; 
Question gender influenced attitudes and behaviour patterns of boys and girls through a 
reflection process allowing for the renegotiation of how they perceive themselves and 
others outside the boundaries of the prohibitions and limitations imposed by their gender; 
Widely spread policy recommendations and messages on eradicating gender stereotypes 
in education. 
 
Activities & Target Group 
Elaborating a diagnostic study by using quantitative and qualitative research tools, to 
identify attitudes and behaviours which perpetuate gender stereotypes; 
Establishing and coordinating a Youth Consultative Group, made up of 8 boys and 
girls, to be involved throughout the project; 
Organizing a focus group made up of 10 teachers and one made up of 8 school 
counsellors; 
Running two focus groups with 16 pupils (13-16 years old); 
Developing a gender-sensitive educational programme for teachers and school 
counsellors, to be implemented in secondary schools (for pupils aged 13-16); 
Cultural adaptation of the vocational counselling manual and of the teacher’s guide, 
to facilitate and support the implementation of the educational programme for secondary 
school pupils; 
Developing an innovative online game for teenagers, as a resource supporting the 
deconstruction of traditional gender stereotypical attitudes and behaviours; 
April 2018 - Holding 3 seminars, one for teachers and two for school counsellors, 
aimed at developing their capacity to implement awareness raising workshops for pupils, 
using the previously developed pedagogical tools and materials (80 participants); 
September 2018 - Running 7 awareness-raising workshops, each of at least 11 
teaching hours/class, held by specially trained teachers and school counsellors, aimed at 
testing and evaluating the cultural adaptation of the materials and of the online game (the 
National Packages); approximately 200 de pupils; 
National conference in Sibiu (100 participants) disseminating the results, with the 
participation of people involved in the project; 
The final European Conference, presenting project results, including recommendations 

and messages will take place in Cyprus; 
Project co-funded by the European Commission through the DAPHNE programme; project code: 
JUST/2015/RGEN/AG/ROLE/9617. 

 
The EU funding only covers 80% of the GENDER-ED project costs. The other 
20% is covered by A.L.E.G. Part of the co-funding needed to implement all the 
GENDER-ED activities were gathered through the 2017 Sibiu International 
Marathon. On 27 May, 55 runners supported by 127 people ran for the A.L.E.G. 
cause, “You Can Do It”, raising RON 7,357, three times more than what we raised 
in 2015, the first year when we entered a project in the Marathon. 
We would like to thank the runners and their supporters, and Loredana 
Kaschovits, the ambassador of our cause. 



 

From Victim to Survivor is an innovative project started in the autumn of 2017, aimed at increasing the number of women who 
overcome abuse, leading violence-free lives, at giving them a stronger voice in society and at 
developing support services involving women who faced violence as information and support 
resources for other women. Supported by Ashoka Localizer, we are trying to adapt the model of Anna 
Bella Foundation (Spain) for Romania; Anna Bella is a survivor who created a network of over 20,000 
women. The first 6 months of this project are funded by Global Rights for Women (Global Voices 
Initiative), but we aim at this becoming a long-term effort, and are therefore looking for partners and 
financers. As part of this project, in 2017 we took the following first steps: 

24.11-10.12.2017 - “I Too Can Do It” - Supporting Women Facing Domestic Violence. A.L.E.G. 
organized the campaign #ȘiEuReușesc (I can do it too) to encourage women facing partner violence 
to break the silence and trust that they can escape the violence. 

 

The campaign was launched with the call “Tell Us How You Did It”, which 
invited women to share their story of overcoming an abusive situation. 
Inspirational pieces of these stories were posted on the Horizontal 
Newspaper, thanks to the artist Dan Perjovschi, one of the main supporters 
of the A.L.E.G. campaign. 

 

A.L.E.G. volunteers issued a wake-up call to the community of Sibiu 
through the street action entitled Vigil Night for Silent Witnesses, 
red figures symbolically representing women who lost their lives 
because of domestic violence. Each figure told the story of a real 
case, most of which had a long history of violence. Constantly blamed 
they will ruin their family, women put up with everything, while 
everyone around them often chooses not to get involved, although 
many times they know what’s going on. After reading these stories, 
our aim was for passers-by to go home with a new-found motivation to 
take action, as many lives can be saved if offered help in due time. 
According to the Sibiu Forensic Medicine Office in Sibiu, this year, 117 women victims of domestic violence have requested a 
forensic certificate. 

In 2-10 December, the campaign continued with the exhibition VIO and the Stories of Single Free Mothers, by artist Cynthia Loris, 
in collaboration with A.L.E.G. The exhibition was hosted on the upper floor of the Sibiu Council Tower, to convey the weight of each 
step taken by abused women on their road to safety. It was the first time that real violence experiences lived by several women had 
been turned into pieces of art, with the purpose of talking about becoming free. One of the pieces, suggestively entitled “How many 
km2 of bruises has the ruler at the M.E.’s office measured?” was inspired by the dimensions of bruises, as documented in a forensic 
certificate. 

As support services are very important, in November, A.L.E.G. launched a support 
group for women facing abusive relations. The group is made up of women who 
have similar problems, needs, and hopes. Together, they try to find the best 
solutions to their problems, to understand and support each other, to no longer feel 
alone and misunderstood. The support group is an experience designed for women 
who have faced couple violence. They share similar experiences and support each 
other. The group is coordinated by a psychologist and the frequency of the meetings 
is established by group members. The meetings take place in a safe location and are 
fully confidential. Participation is free; to register, call 004 0753 893 531 or e-mail us 
at aleg_romania@yahoo.com. 

 
 
 

mailto:aleg_romania@yahoo.com


 

21-23 September: 12th edition of the Gender Equality Festival – a campaign encouraging youngsters to identify stereotypes that 
lead to gender-based violence and discrimination. The means used to convey our messages include: social theatre, where spectators 
propose solutions, film projections followed by debates, competitions, street actions. Our 2017 programme included:  
Peace day - marked through the street action entitled “Until there is peace for every woman”. A.L.E.G. volunteers and passers-by 
formed a human chain to draw the community’s attention on the need to take attitude against acts of violence. Considering that we 
are witnessing increased violence and hate worldwide, the Festival marked Peace Day alongside the network Women Against 
Violence Europe – WAVE. 

 
Street action Choose Your Words: “Leave me alone!” How many times do you use phrases 
containing the word PEACE, without thinking how precious peace really is? What does peace 
mean to you today? How can we make peace - both at home, and in the world? These were some 
of the questions that passers-by had the chance to answer and “write” their response with the help 
of volunteers-letters. Passers-by were also invited to see an exhibition on the invisible impact of 
armed conflicts. Peace day was also marked through messages posted on the Horizontal 
Newspaper, by Dan Perjovschi. 
 

Eighty teenagers watched the documentary “Girl Power”, made available by One World Romania, 
and following the life of girls and women passionate about graffiti in a male-dominated community. 
This was followed by the first projection in Romania of the film “Have I told you I have been 
abused?”. The movie is based on the accounts of young women who were abused as children and 
highlight that most acts of sexual abuses take place in the family and remain hidden for years. The 
participants had the opportunity to talk to the creator of the movie, Dušica Popadić of Incest 

Trauma Centre in Belgrade, about the ways in which we can protect children and youngsters. 
 

Andrei Stupu and Diana Smeu, young researchers of the project “In a Relationship”, presented to 
the adolescents in Sibiu the results of a national study on the topic of teenagers and their 
relationships. The study was conducted by AVON and the Friends for Friends Foundation in 2016 
and revealed that many young people have abusive relations, without recognising abuse. The 
conclusions of this research were illustrated through an exhibition including the creations of 
teenagers aged 16-18, from 8 Romanian cities. The exhibition was hosted at the GONG Theatre in 
Sibiu. 
 
Contest “In a Relationship”: 15 high school students went through different practical tests on 
assertive communication, recognizing different types of abuse, as well as fun practical tasks trying 
to prove whether they could break stereotypes regarding the roles of women and men. The event 
also saw the participation of 5 representatives of the Platform for Gender Equality from The 
Republic of Moldova. 
 
Forum theatre performance - “Chalet Party”. Every year, A.L.E.G. volunteers create forum 
theatre scripts through which they talk to their peers about the causes and the types of gender-
based violence, encouraging them to take action when they witness sexism and violence. 

 
Funding: The 12th edition of the Gender Equality Festival was funded by the Sibiu Local County and the Sibiu City Hall, through the 
Community Agenda, and co-funded by AVON’s Respect Campaign. 

 
Petitions and Public Efforts 
 
European Campaign WAVE Step Up in Romania: WAVE and its partner NGOs started the campaign with the action entitled 
Governments Commit, asking European states to make STEPS FORWARD. 
 
March - We requested that the Parliament of Romania grants women more than a Women’s Day gift, i.e. not to allow for the 

pardoning of perpetrators of incest, sexual harassment, stalking and other criminal acts constituting violence against women 

according to the Council of Europe Convention. 

December - A.L.E.G. was one of the NGOs that opposed the changes to the Code of Criminal Procedure. These amendments make 

all Romanian women vulnerable and violate all the commitments made by Romania to protects the victims of family violence and 

sexual violence. http://violentaimpotrivafemeilor.ro/modificari-la-codul-de-procedura-penala-care-anuleaza-orice-protectie-a-

victimelor-violentei-in-familie-si-a-victimelor-violentei-sexuale-orice-efort-de-armonizare-a-legislatiei-romane-cu-prevederile/ 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/wave?source=feed_text&story_id=1245008775516826
http://violentaimpotrivafemeilor.ro/modificari-la-codul-de-procedura-penala-care-anuleaza-orice-protectie-a-victimelor-violentei-in-familie-si-a-victimelor-violentei-sexuale-orice-efort-de-armonizare-a-legislatiei-romane-cu-prevederile/
http://violentaimpotrivafemeilor.ro/modificari-la-codul-de-procedura-penala-care-anuleaza-orice-protectie-a-victimelor-violentei-in-familie-si-a-victimelor-violentei-sexuale-orice-efort-de-armonizare-a-legislatiei-romane-cu-prevederile/


 

 

Networking and Training 
 
In 2017, A.L.E.G. was the only organization outside former Yugoslavia invited to get involved in setting up a new NGO network on 
combating sexual violence. Throughout the year, A.L.E.G. took part in training courses aimed at sharing experience and designing 
joint actions with a regional impact. Incest Trauma Centre in Belgrade hosts the network and presented their success of including the 
topic of child sexual abuse prevention in 10 subject taught in Serbian schools and kindergartens. 

April: Camelia Proca and Irina Costache ran a 3-day training on gender-based violence for the Bucharest Institute for Public Order 
Studies (ISOP). 21 police officers from as many counties took part in the training on the 
obligations arising from the ratification of the Convention on preventing and combating 
violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention), such as risk 
evaluation, ways to avoid revictimization during interventions, as well as efficient ways to 
conduct the primary prevention of gender-based violence. 

October: Invited by the Bacău County Resource Centre and Educational Assistance Sibiu 
(CJRAE), Camelia Proca, Eniko Gall and Liviu Gaja held a 3-day training course through 
which they shared the experience and work methods piloted in the project GEAR - Gender 
Equality Awareness Raising against Intimate Partner Violence. 25 school counsellors in 
the county of Bacău were trained. 

On 30 March, A.L.E.G. participated at the national conference “Education without discrimination: analysis and 
recommendations”, organized by the Center for Legal Resources, where we also presented the results and recommendations of the 
project GEAR - Gender Equality Awareness Raising. 

On 16 May, Camelia Proca, director of A.L.E.G., talked about domestic violence at the launch of Ashoka 
Romania, an event which brought together in Bucharest social innovators from Romania and other 
countries, such as Spain, Austria, and Romania. The workshop on domestic violence presented the 
experience of the Anna Bella Foundation in Spain, which supports 1,400 women every year, placing an 
accent on their becoming financially independent. A.L.E.G. wishes to bring this Spanish model to 
Romania. 

 
On 21 November, during a special event organized by the European Parliament, alongside project 
partners from Greece, Spain, and Cyprus, Eniko Gall presented the methods to prevent gender-based 
violence and the results obtained by A.L.E.G. through the project „Gender Equality Awareness Raising 
against Intimate Partner Violence”. MEPs heard about the importance of integrating violence prevention 
at all levels of education, as stipulated in the Convention on preventing and combating violence against 
women and domestic violence, directly from the people who worked with teachers and students. Unless 
gender stereotypes are debunked, we will never be able to end family violence! 

A 2016 winner of the With and For Girls 
Award, in 2017, A.L.E.G. was asked to host 
in Sibiu the final selection of the 

organizations in Europe and Central Asia to receive the award. The 
winners were chosen by a panel made up of 4 teenage girls, aged 
between 16 and 18, recruited from Sibiu, Bucharest and Bacău, 
supported by an experienced A.L.E.G. volunteer, presently studying 
International Relations at the University of Bradford, UK. For a week, the 
young girls interviewed the 10 organizations preselected by the With and 
For Girls Collective, with a view to choosing the final winners. The jury 
asked most direct and common-sense questions to the interviewees, and 
aptly saw beyond general information and embellishments. They stayed 
true to the selection criteria to the very end and asked for proof: “How do 
you get girls involved in your actions? How much power of decision do they have your organization?” More than that, they were very 
fair and impartial, debating for hours, taking full responsibility for the decision entrusted to them. The award ceremony took place in 
London in November. The video announcing the winners is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D7bXPh_ApY 
This opportunity also meant that A.L.E.G. had the chance to further organize girl-oriented activities. The With And For Girls Awards 
are granted annually by the With and For Girls Collective, which is committed to creating a global funding initiative to identify and 
support strong local organizations working with and for teenage girls. The Collective is made up of eight international organizations 
supporting girls’ rights: EMpower, Mama Cash, NoVo Foundation, Plan UK, The Global Fund for Children, Nike Foundation, Comic 
Relief and Stars Foundation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D7bXPh_ApY


 

 
In November, psychologist Alina Lungu participated at the 3-day Justice Institute conference organized by the Avon Foundation and 
by Vital Voices (USA). The event aimed at finding real solutions for victims of domestic violence, by sharing good practices with other 
countries. Among the participants were prosecutors, judges, NGO coordinators and social workers. The event was at its 16th edition 
and it was the first time it was organized in Romania. 

 
In December, the A.L.E.G. team returned from Spain with a lot of inspiration, having been warmly 
received by the Ana Bella Foundation, whose members told us about how they work to make it easier for 
thousands of women per years to travel the road from victim to survivor. In their organization, women are 
not divided into “experts” and “beneficiaries”, but they are all friends and support each other within the 
framework of a continuously growing network. They organize personal development workshops aimed at 
fostering their self-esteem, resulting in each newcomer using all these to channel the strength she 
previously used to resist abuses into new directions. The social integration of abuse survivors happens 
through jobs that are in no way humble or marginalising, but through occupations which help them regain 
their love for life. We want to take over and adapt for Romanian women several successful methods and 
examples we discovered in Spain. 
 

 
Media visibility 
 

A.L.E.G. representatives participated in radio and TV shows and gave interviews to various local and national channels, presenting 
the organization's activities and supporting the rights of violence victims. The association was well promoted in written and online 
media. 
 

Turnul Sfatului - Ad for our project in the Marathon: http://www.turnulsfatului.ro/2017/05/05/proiectele-maratonului-13-educatie-

pentru-prevenirea-violentei-domestice/ 

Zile si Nopti - A.L.E.G. cause in the Marathon: http://www.zilesinopti.ro/articole/15672/city-causes-you-can-do-it 

Ora de Sibiu - Peace Day https://www.oradesibiu.ro/2017/09/18/lant-uman-in-centrul-sibiului-de-ziua-pacii-poti-participa-si-tu/ 

Adevarul.ro - A.L.E.G. responded to questions related to why the high number of women who faced harassment is not reflected in 

complaints and criminal trials. Some of these can be found in this article: http://adevarul.ro/news/eveniment/metoo-legile-blande-vagi-

mentalitatile-arhaice-lasa-romancele-apararein-fata-hartuirii-sexuale-1_59e78ab15ab6550cb8407592/index.html 

Turnul Sfatului - asked for our opinion and we said it loud and clear: #metoo is not a merely imported phenomenon: sexual 

aggressions are a universal female experience and it’s time to break the silence! Other women’s experiences give courage, showing 

each and every one of us that we are not alone - this is the same principle underlying support groups. 

Do you think such groups would be beneficial? You can find them for free at A.L.E.G. http://www.turnulsfatului.ro/2017/10/20/metoo-

in-sibiu-tot-mai-multe-sibience-spun-ca-au-fost-hartuite-sexual/ 

Radio România Cultural - VIO Exhibition: http://capitalcultural.ro/vio-si-povestile-mamelor-libere-experiente-de-violenta-traite-de-

femei-transpuse-lucrari-artistice/ 

Tribuna - Silent Witnesses: http://www.tribuna.ro/stiri/stirile-de-pe-strada-mea/sibienii-au-iesit-in-centrul-orasului-ca-sa-traga-un-

semnal-de-alarma-cu-privire-la-violenta-domestica-129154.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.turnulsfatului.ro/2017/05/05/proiectele-maratonului-13-educatie-pentru-prevenirea-violentei-domestice/
http://www.turnulsfatului.ro/2017/05/05/proiectele-maratonului-13-educatie-pentru-prevenirea-violentei-domestice/
http://www.zilesinopti.ro/articole/15672/city-causes-you-can-do-it
https://www.oradesibiu.ro/2017/09/18/lant-uman-in-centrul-sibiului-de-ziua-pacii-poti-participa-si-tu/
http://adevarul.ro/news/eveniment/metoo-legile-blande-vagi-mentalitatile-arhaice-lasa-romancele-apararein-fata-hartuirii-sexuale-1_59e78ab15ab6550cb8407592/index.html
http://adevarul.ro/news/eveniment/metoo-legile-blande-vagi-mentalitatile-arhaice-lasa-romancele-apararein-fata-hartuirii-sexuale-1_59e78ab15ab6550cb8407592/index.html
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Volunteering 
 
We would like to thank the volunteers involved the activities of A.L.E.G. throughout 2017: 
 
 
Abrudean Alexandra, Avram Carina, Bebeșelea Maria, Butoi Liana, Cărătuș Danya Nicole, Ceucă Andreea, Coman Denisa, Cufteac 
Ioana, Dobră Alisia, Drotleff Bianca, Dumitru Cosmin, Duminciuc Alexandru, Epure Georgiana, Frăsie Alexandru, George Radu, 
Halcea Anamaria, Istihie Beatrice, Mariș Maria, Miron Emanuel, Mitea Teodora, Modrîngă Angela, Morariu Alina, Moldovan Andreea, 
Munteanu Patricia, Muntean Alexandra, Neagoe Oana, Porumb Diana, Lesca Daniela, Lupu Diana, Porumb Diana, Poroșanu 
Andreea, Rusu Iulia, Savu Andreea, Șamu Andreea, Stănilă Denisa, Severin Iulia Maria, Stupu Andrei Gabriel, Șurubaru Ioana, 
Topârcean Maria, Tatu Ana Raluca, Tatu Cristina, Toader Teodora Octavia, Zăbavă Denisa, Ungureanu Cristina, Varga Teodora, 
Vasile Bianca. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  



 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRIZES 
 
 
2005: Award from the international organization AWID (Association of Women in Development) in a call for essays and case studies 
on “women's organizations and movements”. 
 
2007: Volunteer Gala Awards (organized by the Red Cross): best volunteer coordinator and project of the year: “Girls’ Club”. 
 
2010: Award received at the SUPERvolunteers’ Gala organized by the Colors Association – “The Gender Equality Festival”, won “the 
project with the largest number of volunteers involved”. 
 
2011: SUPERVolunteers’ Gala award for the best project: “Școala de vară “EU ALEG viitorul” (“I Choose My Future” Summer school) 
 
2012: Camelia Proca, A.L.E.G. director, received the Woman of the year award in a national gala organized by Avantaje magazine 
and Avon – Respect Campaign, category “Initiative to support others – for domestic violence prevention and awareness-raising 
programmes”. 
 
2013: During the Social Services Provider’s Fair, A.L.E.G. received public recognition for its contribution to the social sector’s 
development in Sibiu, for special involvement in the community life, developing and implementing social programs. 
 

 
2013: During the "We act with responsibly" Gala, A.L.E.G. received the title of “the most dynamic 
youth organization in the region through Act with Responsibly Network Center”. 
 
 
 
2016: A.L.E.G. wins the international WITH AND FOR GIRLS Award, for its exceptional 
activity supporting girls. 
A.L.E.G. is one of the 20 organizations in the world receiving this award in 2016. In Europe, four 
organization receive this awards every year. The With and For Girls Award is a global initiative 
identifying and supporting strong local organizations active in promoting girls’ rights, involving them 
directly. “These 20 outstanding organisations demonstrate the power of grassroots movements and 
girl leadership to effect change, both in communities and in the world at large. The Collective is 
proud to be supporting the With and For Girls Award winners with flexible funding, which is still a 
rare asset for most grassroots organisations. We want to encourage more funders to trust and invest 
in girls to address the challenges that they face in their everyday lives. By doing so, they are 
changing the future for the millions of girls worldwide who face discrimination simply for identifying 
as a girl.” (Muna Wehbe, CEO of Stars Foundation, financer of The Collective granting the prize). 
 

  



 

WORDS OF APPRECIATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Like every year, the forum theatre 

performance was a success and 

brought your message closer to the 

spectators. I hope it has opened 

everyone’s minds on couple violence, 

as it did with me!” 

I., spectator. 

 

“Hello! I am writing on behalf of the Platform for Gender Equality in the 
Republic of Moldova. We are a network of organizations promoting 
gender equality in our country. We have been following your activity on 
Facebook and you are a real source of inspiration for us. We would like 
to get to know you better, perhaps even in person if you are available to 
receive us in an exchange of experiences and good practices aimed at 
promoting gender equality and at establishing partnerships for joint 
actions. Thank you in advance and I wish you great success in the 
future!” Nina Lozinschi, General Secretary of the Platform for Gender 
Equality 

 

Counselling centre: “The lawyer's help was 

instrumental, basically changing the outcome of the 

trial. I would like to thank you for your help. To be 

honest, I don’t know how things would have turned out 

without you, without your material and emotional 

support. It was vital and I am very happy that I made 

the decision to write to you and that you chose to help 

me.” M. - beneficiary of the counselling centre 

 

“The Gender Equality Festival is an important pillar in the fight 

against violence and I very much appreciated that you have 

reached the 12th edition. At this moment, we see young people 

in action, and this is very important, as they can basically see 

what domestic violence and gender equality means. Keep 

being an anchor in the fight for dignity and keep showing 

people what it means to be good!” - Alexandra Maier, AVON 

social campaign coordinator, who participated at the Festival. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact information: 

Tel. 0040 369 801 808 

Fax: 0369 801 067 

Mobile phone: 0040 753 893 531 

E-mail: contact@aleg-romania.eu 

Website: http://aleg-romania.eu/en/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/alegromania 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/aleg_romania/?hl=ro 

Twitter: twitter.com/alegromania 

Youtube: youtube.com/c/ALEGRomania 
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